One of the more beautiful results in the harmonic analysis of symmetric spaces is the Helgason Theorem, which states that on a Riemannian symmetric space X = G=K, a function is annihilated by the algebra D G X o f a l l G-invariant di erential operators if and only if it is the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction over the maximal" boundary. See KKMOOT .
in the following questions.
1 Given a K ahlerian manifold X, is there a Poisson kernel on the Shilov boundary for X with the property that every function which is annihilated by the HJKsystem on X is the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction over the Shilov boundary? 2 If the answer to the rst question is a rmative, can we describe the space of boundary functions for HJK? In the light of the Helgason theorem, it is natural to restrict initially to homogeneous K ahler manifolds. Then a result of Dorfmeister and Nakajima DN states that the general such manifold decomposes as a ber bundle over a bounded homogeneous domain in C n where the bers are homogeneous K ahler manifolds of a particularly simple type. Thus, it is natural to restrict further to the class of bounded homogeneous domains in C n . Note that this class still contains all Hermitian symmetric manifolds.
Question 1 was studied in DHP2 where it was shown that in the boundedhomogeneous case there is indeed a Poisson" kernel on the Shilov boundary that reproduces the Hua-harmonic functions. In fact, it was shown that the Shilov boundary is a boundary in the sense of DH for the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the domain and that the Poisson kernel for this operator on the Shilov boundary su ces to reproduce the Hua-harmonic functions. It should be noted that the Laplace-Beltrami operator is a linear combination of operators from the Hua system so the Hua-harmonic functions are, in particular, harmonic for the LaplaceBeltrami operator. Typically, the maximal boundary for this operator is larger than the Shilov boundary DHP1 . Thus, the main content of the theorem for the HJKsystem just mentioned is that the boundary values for the HJKsystem, which initially exist only on the maximal boundary, are actually supported on the smaller Shilov boundary.
In the case of a symmetric domain, the Poisson kernel for the Laplace-Beltrami operator is easily computable in terms of the complex structure of the domain. Speci cally, let Sz;w be the Szeg o k ernel function for the domain. This is the reproducing kernel for H 2 . Then, in this case, S extends almost every where in w to the Shilov boundary and the function Pz;x = jSz;xj 2 Sz;z where z belongs to the domain and x to the Shilov boundary, is the Poisson kernel for the Laplace-Beltrami operator. This function is called the Cauchy-Szeg o Poisson kernel For a non-symmetric domain, the Cauchy-Szeg o P oisson kernel is not the Poisson kernel for the Laplace-Beltrami operator. In fact, it is known that the CauchySzeg o P oisson kernel is harmonic for the Laplace-Beltrami operator if and only if the domain is symmetric Xu . There is, to our knowledge, no general formula for the Laplace-Beltrami kernel outside of the symmetric case. This then tends to diminish the utility of the result mentioned above concerning the reproducibility o f the Hua-harmonic functions from the boundary.
The rst main result of this work is the remarkable statement that the CauchySzeg o Poisson kernel also reproduces Hua-harmonic functions. Thus, the two most natural candidates for a Poisson kernel, the Cauchy-Szeg o P oisson kernel and the Laplace-Beltrami Poisson kernel, both work equally well for the Hua-Harmonic functions. This is all the more remarkable when one realizes that in the non-symmetric case, the Hua system does not annihilate the Cauchy-Szeg o P oisson kernel. Recall that the Laplace-Beltrami operator is a linear combination of operators from the Hua system. Thus, there is no a priori reason to expect a connection between the Hua system and the Cauchy-Szeg o P oisson kernel. It should also be noted that there is a considerable body of information relating to the Cauchy-Szeg o P oisson kernel See, for example, DHP1 .
The non-uniqueness of the reproducing kernel of course means that the space of boundary values of the Hua-harmonic functions cannot be dense in L 1 of the boundary. T h us, a complete understanding of the Hua-harmonic functions requires describing the space formed by their boundary values. We assume that the cone V is homogeneous, i.e. there is a real algebraic group S, an algebraic representation of S on M, and a point c 2 V for which V = Sc.
It is well known that in this case S may b e c hosen to be completely solvable and to act simply transitively on V. Vin We shall assume that S has been so chosen.
Under Example 1.1 Let M n be the space of all n n real, symmetric matrices and let V n be the cone of all positive de nite elements of M n . Let S n be the group of n n upper triangular matrices with positive diagonal. For s 2 S n and X 2 M n , we de ne n sX = sXs t where s t is the transpose of s. Then, as is well known, S n ; M n ; I ; n is tube data for a Hermitian symmetric tube domain.
It is classical that the domain D is biholomorphically equivalent with a bounded domain. As such, it has a canonical Riemannian structure de ned from the Bergman metric. Since G acts simply transitively on D, the tangent space at ic may be identi ed with the Lie algebra G of G.
In general, we adopt the convention that Lie groups are denoted by upper case Roman letters and the corresponding Lie algebra is denotes by the corresponding upper case script letter.
Since the Riemannian structure is G-invariant, it is de ned by a scalar product g on the Lie algebra G. Koszul Kl , Formula 4.5 proved the existence of a functional 2 G such that this scalar product is given by gX;Y = JX;Y : 1 where J : G ! G de nes the complex structure on G. W e shall not explicitly use any other information concerning other than the fact that formula 1 de nes a J-invariant, positive-de nite, scalar product. A homomorphism of a given set of tube data into the tube data of Example 1.1 is said to be a representation of the tube data in R n . Speci cally, a representation of S; M; c; is a pair ;T where is a representation of S by n n upper triangular matrices and T is a mapping of M into the space of n n symmetric matrices where a Tc = I where I is the n n identity matrix. b For all s 2 S and m 2 M,
Note that it follows that T maps V into the cone of positive de nite matrices.
Representations are important in part because they provide an inductive procedure due to Rothaus Ro for constructing cones. induced f r om a lower dimensional cone using an appropriate representation.
As an example of this construction, we note that in Example 1.1, the usual action of S n on R n de nes a representation n of S n . The elements of M n are symmetric matrices so the identity transformation de nes a mapping to M n into the space of symmetric matrices. The pair n ; I is a representation of S n ; M n ; I ; n . Then, as the reader may easily verify, the corresponding induced cone data is just S n+1 ; M n+1 ; I ; n+1 .
The Lie algebra G is easily described. As a vector space G = M S where M and S are, respectively, the Lie algebras of M and S. Of We shall also require a description of the scalar product on the induced cone. For this we note the following well known result. We s k etch the proof for sake o f completeness.
Lemma 2.1. Let the cone data S; M; c; be induced as described a b ove. Then the functional from formula 2 is zero on all elements of M of the form 0 w t w 0 Proof This follows very simply from the following formula which is a consequence of the symmetry of the scalar product. We leave the details to the reader. X 2 ; X 1 c = X 2 X 1 c , X 1 X 2 c = 0
As a direct consequence, we h a ve the following: Lemma 2.2. Let From now on, we will assume that S; M; c; is induced as described above. There are a number of subgroups of G which play an important role. Speci cally, we de ne the named set on the left in the gure below to be the set of all elements of S of the form described on the right where e o is the identity element o f S o , s o ranges over S o , v and w range over R n , a ranges over R + , and b ranges over R. Our goal in this section is to prove that a bounded Hua-harmonic function F is reproducible from its boundary value function by i n tegration against the CauchySzeg o P oisson kernel. Our proof will rely heavily on one of the main results of DHP2 namely that there is a Poisson kernel on the Bergman-Shilov boundary that reproduces Hua harmonic functions from their boundary values. Actually, in DHP2 we proved for F to be reproducible using the stated kernel, it su ced that F be harmonic for a smaller system, called the strongly diagonal Hua system. Functions harmonic for this system are referred to as diagonally harmonic. It is this stronger result that we use. We will not need to recall the de nitions of either the Hua system or of the strongly diagonal Hua operators since we will only require a few of their general properties from DHP2 . is the boundary function for a diagonally harmonic function on G o , since then the integral in formula 10 will be independent of the particular kernel chosen. Since our di erential operators commute with left translation, it in fact su ces to assume that k = e.
However, for g 2 G, let Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 1, we see that
Thus, in particular, the limit de ning F o exists and de nes a function that is constant on cosets of G H . F urthermore, since the strongly diagonal operators are left invariant, the function F t g = F tg is diagonally harmonic for all t 0. The system of strongly diagonal operators has an elliptic operator in its span. Hence, the limit de ning F o converges in the C 1 topology and F o is diagonally-harmonic. It follows from formula 13 that the boundary function for F o is fjG o , proving our lemma.
From this point on, P o represents any Poisson kernel function for the diagonally harmonic functions on G o , not just the P o de ned by formula 11.
Since f is constant on cosets of S in G, w e m a y reduce the integral in formula 12 to an integral over M. Speci cally, let At rst glance, it might appear that the integral in formula 15 would be di cult to evaluate. Actually, there is a trick that evaluates it quite simply. Consider rst the special case where we are inducing from the cone data S n ; M n ; I ; n de ned in Example 1.1 relative to the canonical representation. In this case, we obtain S n+1 ; M n+1 ; I ; n+1 . The Poisson kernel functions for the corresponding domains are unique and well known. It follows from formula 16 that Q n+1 m = P n+1 m P n m o where P n and P n+1 are the Poisson kernel functions for the domains de ned by the cones V n and V n+1 respectively and Q n+1 the function corresponding to Q on M n+1 .
The computation of Q in the general case may be reduced to that just done using the induced representation ;T described in x2. Speci cally, w e noted in x2 that the mapping T restricts to an isomorphism of G H onto G n+1 H . F urthermore, at the Lie algebra level, this mapping is up to a scalar an isometry. It follows that the HJK 1 operator on G n H is a scalar multiple of the image of the corresponding operator on G H . In particular, P H = P n H where P n H is the Poisson kernel function for HJK 1 on G n H . It follows easily from this and formula 15 that Pm P o m o = Qm = Q n+1 T m = P n+1 T m P n T o m o 17
The reader should note the similarity b e t ween this formula and formula 8. In fact, it is known KF , p. 181 that for the domain de ned by the cone in Example 1.1 P n m = ,nn+1=2 jD n I + imj 2 Using formulas 17, 8 and mathematical induction, we prove the following theorem, which is our rst major result. We used formula 8 in the last equality. This proves the theorem. Proof For each i, let i be a xed base point i n V i and let i be the character of M de ned by i m = e i m; i It is easily seen that i is equivalent with the representation of G induced from i . From Mackey theory, the irreducibility o f i is equivalent with proving that the stabilizer of i under the adjoint action of G on M is just M itself. This, in turn, will follow i f w e can show that the stabilizer of i is trivial. However, since the r orbit of i is open, this stabilizer must have zero dimension. The triviality follows from the complete solvability o f S.
To prove the mutual inequivalence of the i , it su ces to show that the restrictions of these representations to M are inequivalent, which is clear from formula 19.
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that there is a set i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : i k of indecies for which is Hua-harmonic for all 2 V i . Actually, it is easily seen that for all s 2 S P^ sz; = P^z; s Thus, the orbit will be harmonic if P^is harmonic for any single in the orbit. Hence, we arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. The orbit V i is harmonic if and only if there i s a i 2 V i such that z ! P^z; i is harmonic for the Hua system.
Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a simple formula for P^. Hence, we d o not yet have a simple criterion ot the harmonicity of a given orbit. This, hopefully, will be the subject of further work on this problem.
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